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batani madan rahi thi indian old ff1. Field of the Invention The present invention is related to a lens, a lens barrel, a camera body and a
process for manufacturing a lens barrel. 2. Description of the Related Art Various proposals have been made in the art to decrease the

thickness of a lens barrel without any decline of optical performance. In general, a thinner lens barrel has been proposed in which a cam
ring, a lens frame, and other components, which perform a focusing operation and a zooming operation, are integrated as a single

component, and the components are made thinner by reduction in the diameter of the cam ring. This is because it is preferable to reduce
the weight of the lens barrel to increase the convenience during photography. For example, Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No.

2005-286372 discloses a zoom lens including an optical lens group and a cam ring formed with a cam groove, and a stopper ring and a front
lens group having stopper parts to be guided by the cam groove to perform a focusing operation and a zooming operation. Each stopper

part is formed with a stopper finger, which is extended from the stopper ring, and the stopper finger is guided by the cam groove to perform
the focusing operation and the zooming operation. In the zoom lens disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 2005-286372,
however, the stopper ring is not in contact with the cam groove, and the cam ring is supported by the stopper ring via rotation of a motor. In

this case, the stopper ring easily vibrates due to a dynamic pressure caused by rotation of the motor, and a vibration sound is
generated.Double attribute-based encryption (i.e., where the key for two attributes of one entity are identical). With this security feature,

entities can be identified based on either attribute. For example, instead of being able to decrypt the following statement using the
attributes entity(1), xyz(1), the attacker can only identify the entity using attribute(1). This protection is achieved through a single attribute

(e.g., attribute(1)) that is used for identifying two entities (e.g., entity(1) and entity(2)). Using
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relates generally to a drive
motor for a gaming machine
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such as a slot machine and
more particularly to a drive
system that has increased
accessibility to the internal

components of the drive
motor. Typically, slot

machines include a cabinet to
house a variety of hardware

including a printed circuit
board and drive motor.
Because of the size and
complexity of the drive

motor, it is desirable to have
the printed circuit board and

a cover disposed over the
motor""s access panels,
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which are typically disposed
near the front of the cabinet

in order to readily inspect the
electrical and mechanical
components of the drive

motor. However, because of
the size and structure of a

typical drive motor, most of
the access panels of the drive
motor are located close to the

bottom of the cabinet.
Furthermore, because the
cabinet is typically located

near the bottom of the
cabinet, the distance from the
bottom of the cabinet to the
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top of the motor is small and
typically leaves little room for
electrical connectors, battery

contacts, or mechanical
components located in the
internal area of the drive

motor. The invention provides
a drive motor having a

housing with two or more
access panels configured to

access more internal
components of the motor
than prior designs. In this

way, it is easier to access the
internal components and the
internal components can be
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accessed quickly for simple
maintenance and repair. In
one embodiment, the drive
motor includes a housing, a
rear cover assembly, and a
front cover assembly. The

housing has an internal area
and a plurality of access

panels configured to allow a
user to access the internal

area of the drive motor. The
rear cover assembly includes

a plurality of side panels
disposed between the

housing and the rear cover.
The front cover assembly
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includes a plurality of front
panels disposed between the
front cover and the housing.
The rear cover assembly and
the front cover assembly are

pivotally coupled to the
housing and configured to
move between a closed

position and an open position.
The rear cover assembly and
the front cover assembly are
configured to move into the

closed position when the
housing moves from an open

position to the closed
position. The rear cover
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assembly and the front cover
assembly 6d1f23a050
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